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Kobra 400 WB Shredder

Type of cut shreds
Number of shredded papers 48 (70g)

Shredded media plastic cards, CDs, staples,
paper clips, floppy disk, other

Entry width (mm) 400
Cutting width (mm) 3,9x40
Security level DIN 32757 3
Security level DIN 66399 P-4/ O-3/ T-4/ E-3/ F-1
Automatic Start/Stop yes
Light signal: door
open/removed bin yes

Optic full-basket indicator yes
24 hours continuous duty
motor yes

Motor thermal protection yes
Noise level (dB) 59
Power (W) 2100
Waste basket’s capacity (l) 200
Dimensions [width x depth x
height] (mm) 600x480x1630

Weight (kg) 132
Automatic oiler no
Automatic paper feeder no

Shredders  designed  for  the  centralized  shredding  of  large
amounts  of  documents  in  bigger  offices  and  bureaus,  where
individual posts are not equipped with personal shredders or
where, in one place, appear large amounts of documents to be
shred.  They  permit  to  secure  the  contents  of  all  office  waste
baskets from the access of incompetent persons.

Kobra 400 WB Shredder
entry width: 400 mm
shred’s size: 3,9×40 mm
sheet capacity (A4/ 70g): 48
security level DIN 66399: P-4/ O-3/T-4/ E-3/F-1
shreds:  CDs,  plastic  cards,  staples  and  clips,  floppy
discs, Pen Drives
waste basket’s capacity: 200 l
dimensions: 600x480x1630 mm
SPPS – gears made from special hardened carbon steel
metal chain drive with life-time guarantee
powerful cutting head unaffected by staples and paper
clips
rotary  mechanism which sweeps the content  of  the
container
automatic start/stop with automatic reverse
motor thermal protection
silent 24 hours continuous duty motor
automatic  cutting  off  of  the  power  supply  in  case  of
paper jam or waste basket’s removal
control  panel  with  full-basket  and  open-door
signalization
container with easy access from the top or through the
glass door
optic full-basket indicator
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additional shelf and entry for computer printouts
warranty: 3 years for the machines and life-time for
cutting knives
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